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Description

Please add: play, stop, pause controls, as kodi, thanks. /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

Associated revisions
Revision ae155eb9 - 10/28/2015 08:44 AM - Andreas Smas

ui: Rework video playback OSD

Fixes #2815
Fixes #2574
Fixes #2616
Fixes #1684

History
#1 - 05/16/2015 12:15 AM - Leonid Protasov

You mean in popup OSD menu?

#2 - 05/16/2015 12:15 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

#3 - 05/16/2015 01:18 AM - David Va

Leonid Protasov wrote:

You mean in popup OSD menu?

Yes, that would be great; sometimes it is difficult to assign a key to people with vision problems.

#4 - 05/16/2015 03:40 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature
- Subject changed from add controls (play, stop, pause) to Ability to call OSD popup during playback with play, stop, pause buttons/controls
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted
- Target version set to 5.0

#5 - 08/09/2015 11:03 AM - Dean Kasabow

Leonid Protasov wrote:
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You mean in popup OSD menu?

Is it possible to bring back the OSD (Playback Info / MediaStats) to the DEFAULT skin/theme? Few builds ago it stopped working (probably in favor to
the FLAT skin).

Also the "about" page in DEFAULT skin misses the about.view page.

#6 - 08/09/2015 11:44 AM - Dean Kasabow

Dean Kasabow wrote:

Leonid Protasov wrote:

You mean in popup OSD menu?

Is it possible to bring back the OSD (Playback Info / MediaStats) to the DEFAULT skin/theme? Few builds ago it stopped working (probably in
favor to the FLAT skin).

Also the "about" page in DEFAULT skin misses the about.view page.

If it is not a priority to work on the old/default skin - it is ok - for me it is even better with the small change I made, so both the "playdeck" and the
"mediastats" are shown when video is on pause - this was all I needed.

#7 - 10/28/2015 08:48 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|ae155eb9216406772f303e8feb387cb45c53f33b.
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